Resource analysis for quantum-aided Byzantine agreement
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The task:
to achieve consensus among three components.

New family of Weak Broadcast protocols:
based on previous ideas we define a new protocol.

Ideal scenario
One faulty component can confuse the receivers

Classical
communication
output

One faulty component can confuse the receivers

Resource analysis for the protocol
(1) Define smart adversary strategies.
(2) Compute error probabilities.

Error probability: probability that the protocol ends with failure.

There are ideas for protocols resilient against \( t < n/3 \) : use quantum physics to achieve consensus.

New family of Weak Broadcast protocols:
based on previous ideas we define a new protocol.

Measurements on IBM Quantum
What is the precision of the state preparation for the singlet state?

(1) compare measured distribution

Classical fidelity

best classical fidelity: \( F_c = 0.9021 \)

(2) quantum state tomography

Quantum state fidelity

best quantum fidelity: \( F_q = 0.8116 \)

Significant errors in state preparation.

Hardware improvements & more efficient circuit needed.

Optimization in the parameter space
parameters: \( \lambda, \mu \)

Task: find minimal number of singlet states needed to push the error probability under 5%.

minimal \( m = 279 \)

This is only a lower bound.

Conclusion:
- New family of parameter-dependent Weak Broadcast protocols.
- Resource analysis of the protocol.
- Optimization in the parameter space.
- Experimental characterization of the state preparation on real qubits.

Future work:
- Security proof.
- Resistance against physical errors.
- Generalization for \( n \)-component systems.
- Implementation on real hardware
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